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 These Initial Comments are submitted by the Mail Order Association of America 

(MOAA) pursuant to Commission Order No. 485. 

 

 On July 6, 2010, the Postal Service filed a proposed rate adjustment pursuant to 

the provisions of 39 U.S.C. § 3622 (d) (1) (E) and 39 C.F.R. § 3010.60 of the 

Commission’s Rules.  The Request maintains that large volume decreases particularly 

in FY 2008-09, with volume falling 17 percent between FY2008 and 2009, represent 

“extraordinary or exceptional circumstances”, thereby permitting rate increases in 

excess of the “price cap” 39 U.S.C. § 3622 (b) (1) (E) and 39 C.F.R. § 3010.60 et. seq. 

 

 In its consideration of the Request the Commission must first determine whether 

extraordinary or exceptional circumstances exist. If that determination is in the 

affirmative, the Commission must then determine whether the rates proposed by the 

Postal Service comply with the “objectives” of 39 U.S.C. § 3622 (b) and take account of 

the “factors” of 39 U.S.C. § 3622 (c).  These comments by MOAA will be limited to the 

second issue, as applied to the rates proposed for the three products included within 

Standard Mail flats:  “Saturation/High Density”, “Carrier Route” and “Flats”, each of 

which includes catalogs.   
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Commission FY 2009 Compliance Determination  

 

 The Commission’s FY 2009 Annual Compliance Determination1 expressed 

concern about the failure of some Standard Mail products to cover attributable costs, 

including Standard Mail “Flats”.  

  

The Commission is concerned about the $616 million loss for 

Standard Mail Flats.  This loss has more than doubled from $227 

million in FY 2008.  As Figure VII-3 shows, Commercial Flats 

account for $305 million of the loss in contribution and Nonprofit 

Flats account for the remaining $311 million.   

 

Determination at 86. 

 

 The Commission then found, with emphasis, that the Service should “devise a 

plan to improve the cost coverage of the Standard Mail Flats product.”  Determination at 

86, 87.  That plan was to have been included “in the next general market dominant price 

adjustment ….”  Id. at 87.  The Postal Service Request, however, has neither proposed 

rates for the “Flats” product sufficient to cover attributable costs, nor presented a plan in 

sufficient detail to determine whether there is a reasonable prospect that those costs 

can be reduced sufficiently to permit the “Flats” product to cover attributable costs.    

  

The Postal Service’s “Plan”  

 

 Witness James M. Kiefer states that “the Postal Service expects to achieve 

efficiency gains from the plans outlined in Operations Strategies for Capturing Flats 

Efficiencies (USPS-R2010-4/9).”  Kiefer at 32.  The strategies, however, are for the 

most part simply a recitation of various actions that the Service is taking on a continuing 

basis to increase its overall efficiency.  That part of the Flats Strategy “plan” that is 

specifically limited to flats is so general that it is impossible to determine whether it 

                         
1 Postal Regulatory Commission Compliance Determination, Fiscal Year 2009.  The reference is 

to “Flats” as a distinct “product”, not to the “flats” that are included within the “High Density and Saturation 
Flats and Parcels” and “Carrier Route” products. 
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offers any prospect of Standard Mail “Flats” covering attributable costs.  For example, 

the discussion of FSS includes a claim that “the roll-out of FSS and the minimization of 

manual handling will significantly improve the efficiency of flats processing”, but 

provides no quantification or timetable.  Strategy at 3.  Further, during the August 12, 

2010 Hearing, Witness Kiefer was unable to provide any kind of clear timetable for 

hoped for future efficiencies. 

 

 The just over the horizon promised benefits of the Flats Strategy,2 however, 

appears to be more of a “hope” than a “plan”.  All mailers, including mailers using the 

overpriced High Density and Carrier Route3 products for distributing catalogs hope that 

it succeeds.  In the meantime, the rates and cost coverages for the High Density and 

Carrier Route products should be adjusted downward to avoid obvious overpricing and 

to encourage the growth of profitable catalog and other “flats” volume.  A desire to avoid 

rate increases for the losing “Flats” product should not result in overpricing the profitable 

“flats”.  That strategy that will inevitably result in a loss of volume for those profitable 

products. 

 

 In sum, the Postal Service has not presented an adequate “plan” for the 

processing of Standard Mail “Flats” that will bring about lower costs under which that 

product would at least meet attributable costs.  Obviously, carrying Flats, including the 

catalog portion, at below cost rates worsens the Postal Service’s financial situation and 

harms all other mailers.  Setting rates to stimulate greater volume for a losing product 

makes no sense in the absence of a clear, credible plan to make changes that would 

bring costs down sufficiently to permit that product to meet, at minimum, attributable 

costs.  In the absence thereof, the Service’s proposed rates are ill-conceived. 

 

                         
2 The “strategy” applies to all flats, including Periodicals, not just to the Standard Mail “Flats”, a 

product that fails to meet attributable costs. 

3 Carrier Route includes letters, flats and parcels, but “consists predominantly of catalogs and 
other advertising flats sent by businesses and having a minimum density of ten pieces per carrier route.  
There are relatively few letters and almost no parcels in this product.”  Postal Service Annual Compliance 
Report, FY 2009, at 32. 
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The Generation Of Other Types Of ‘Profitable” Mail F rom Catalogs Applies 
Equally To The High Density And Carrier Route Produ cts  
 

Arguments are made that below cost rates are justifiable because, at least as 

applied to catalogs, other mail is generated.  To the extent that the proposition is 

accurate, it applies equally to catalogs carried within the profitable mail products of 

Saturation/High Density and Carrier Route.  In any event, the claimed benefit has not 

been quantified and appears to be relatively small.   

The “Postal Service has a small percentage of the total of fulfillment shipments 

from catalogs”.  USPS Response to POIR # 3, question 6 (b).   Similarly, the recitation 

of the use of other Postal services as shown in the Response to question 6 (c), has little 

substance.  Again those services are used by all catalog mailers and they do not justify 

the continued carrying of below cost Flats, including the catalog portion thereof.  The 

same applies to the Postal Service’s recitation of the fact that the “catalog industry 

generates mail with a total cost coverage of approximately 132 percent”.  Postal Service 

Response to POIR # 3, question 7.  As shown below, for FY 2009 the High Density/ 

Saturation and carrier Route products had higher cost coverages, 238.8 percent and 

144.0 percent respectively, without consideration of the generation of other postal 

products.  The inescapable conclusion, regardless of how the data is analyzed, is that 

High Density and Carrier Route flats are overpriced. 

It is also notable that the Postal Service affirms that “all classes of mail should 

cover their costs and make a reasonable contribution toward the Postal Service’s 

institutional costs”.  Postal Service Response to POIR # 3, question 10(a). 

High Density And Carrier Route Catalogs, As Flats, Have Been Consistently 
Overpriced  
 

 MOAA members make extensive use of Standard Mail for the purpose of 

distributing their catalogs.  Most of those catalogs are entered as High Density or 

Carrier Route products and not only meet attributable costs but also make a significant 

contribution to the institutional costs of the Postal Service.   
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 For FY 2009 unit costs and cost coverages of the Standard Mail categories that 

include flats, including catalogs, were as follows: 

 

 

 Revenue $ 

per piece  

Attributable 

Cost $ per 

piece  

Contribution $ 

per piece  

Cost 

coverage  

High Density and 

Saturation Flats and 

Parcels 

$0.160 $0.067 $0.093 238.8% 

Carrier Route $0.231 $0.160 $0.070 144% 

Flats $0.368 $0.448 -$0.080 82.2% 

 

FY 2009 Postal Service Annual Compliance Report, Table 2, at 26. 

 

The Postal Service’s estimates for FY2010 show little improvement: 

 

 

 Revenue $ 

per piece  

Attributable 

Cost $ per 

piece  

Contribution $ 

per piece  

Cost 

coverage  

High Density and 

Saturation Flats and 

Parcels 

$0.162 $0.067 $0.095 242.2% 

Carrier Route $0.238 $0.158 $0.081 151.1% 

Flats $0.371 $0.433 -$0.062 85.6% 

 

Statement of Stephen J. Masse, Attachment 9 

 

 The Postal Service estimates that the respective cost coverages of the various 

Standard flats categories after a January 2, 2011 implementation of the proposed rates 

would be as follows: 
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 Revenue $ 

per piece  

Attributable 

Cost $ per 

piece  

Contribution $ 

per piece  

Cost 

coverage  

High Density and 

Saturation Flats and 

Parcels 

$0.167 $0.068 $0.099 244.6% 

Carrier Route $0.246 $0.157 $0.089 157.1% 

Flats $0.386 $0.426 -$0.040 90.6% 

 

Statement of Stephen J. Masse, Attachment 11 

 

In sum, the Standard Mail products that are profitable are overpriced and consequently  

will result in lower volumes and a deterioration of postal finances. 

 

Below Cost Products Damage The Postal Service And M ailers  

 

 The effect of carrying below cost “Flats” on Postal Service finances is substantial.  

For FY 2009 the attributable costs shortfall was $622 million and for FY 2010 and FY 

2011 it is estimated to be $454 million and $310 million respectively4.  Even given the 

huge size of the Postal Service budget, this represents a significant financial drag, to 

the detriment of the Postal Service and other mailers. 

 

 MOAA also contends that the rates proposed for the three categories of Standard 

Mail which include catalogs are “not reasonable and equitable as among the types of 

users of market dominant products”, as required by the Commission’s Rule 

§3010.61(a)(3)-(5) and (7).  Obviously, the proposed rates for “Flats” do not comply with 

the “requirement that each class of mail or type of mail service bear … costs attributable 

to” Flats.  39 U.S.C. § 3622 (c)(2). 

 

                         
 

4 FY 2009 Postal Service Compliance Report at 26, Statement of Stephen J. Masse at 
Attachments 9 and 11. 
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The Postal Service Fails To Acknowledge The Damage Done To The Catalog 
Industry By Setting Excessive Rates For Profitable Products.  
 

 The Statement of James M. Kiefer concludes that a “cautious approach is 

warranted” because of the “delicate financial position” of the catalog industry.  Kiefer 

Statement at 29.  Kiefer’s Statement, however, does not address that portion of the 

catalog industry that enters their catalogs as High Density or Carrier Route.  He also 

fails to address the widely disparate cost coverages of the Standard Mail products 

which include catalogs, as flats, as shown above.   Mailers of High Density and Carrier 

Route “flats” have obviously been hurt by the economic situation just as much as those 

catalog mailers using the Standard Mail “Flats” product, but the Service proposes to 

maintain high cost coverages for them.   

 

 Kiefer’s Statement concludes that to increase the rates by the 16 percent that 

would be necessary for “Flats” to meet attributable costs “would put serious additional 

pressures on catalog mailers, thereby reducing postal volumes even further than they 

have already fallen.”  Kiefer at 30.  As discussed above, if the loss of volume was of a 

product that was meeting attributable costs, or there was a viable plan for reducing 

those costs, that might be a credible basis for setting below cost rates.  As, however, 

the Commission concluded in its FY 2009 Compliance Determination in reference to 

Standard Mail “Flats”:  “For the Postal Service to benefit from additional volume, unit 

costs and unit revenues need to be realigned.”  Determination at 86.   

 

 In his appearance on August 12, Witness Kiefer emphatically testified that it is 

not the Postal Service’s intention to price products so as to drive out unprofitable mail.  

It is even more important, however, for the Postal Service to price its profitable products 

to increase volumes.  The proposal for the Saturation/High Density flats and Carrier 

Route products are inconsistent with that sound pricing strategy. 

 

Incentive Program  

 

 The Postal Service states that it is “proposing a pricing initiative to expand the 

use of profitable High Density and Saturation mail”.  Kiefer at 61.  MOAA supports the 

initiative, but given the fact that eligible volume will be limited to volumes that exceed 
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those included in the previous incentive program, the extent of the use of the program is 

questionable.  More important, the incentive program, whatever its success, should not 

be used to avoid proper rates for those “profitable” products. 

 

Conclusion  

 

 For the reasons set forth above, the proposed rates for the High Density and 

Carrier Route “flats” products should be adjusted to levels that are more reasonable 

compared to the rates for Flats.  

 

 

 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 

DAVID C. TODD 
 Patton Boggs LLP 
 2550 M Street, NW 
 Washington, DC  20037 
 dtodd@pattonboggs.com  

Counsel for Mail Order Association of America 
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